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by Ben Bartee via The Daily Bell

Heavens to Betsy! The “far right” conspiracy theorist prophets are vindicated again.

No longer “conspiracy theory,” youth blood-sucking is official “fact” because the
gatekeeping corporate media now acknowledges it.

Via The Telegraph:

“As macabre as it sounds, science is beginning to discover that ‘youth
transplants’ really can slow down the ageing process.

The fountain of youth, it seems, is youth itself.”

“Youth transplants” is a euphemism for sucking out the vital fluids of baby/child
“donors” and injecting them into aging recipients:

“Although nobody is suggesting we siphon the bodily fluids of youngsters
into our elderly… infusing cerebrospinal fluid of young mice into old
mice improves brain function, a breakthrough.”

So, “nobody is suggesting” medically extracting cerebrospinal fluid from babies/children
and injecting it into old (presumably well-paying) clients… except that’s precisely what
they’re studying the feasibility of doing.

  

Biomedical entrepreneurs, in fact, are already cashing in:

“In 2019, a US start-up called Ambrosia that was offering teenage blood
plasma to Silicon Valley billionaires for $8,000 a litre was forced to shut
down…”

Where do you suppose that “teenage blood plasma” was sourced from? The wealthy
children of DC elites, or some poor farmer’s daughter in a Guatemalan village, or the
Compton streets, or some Appalachian township?

The FDA issued a warning against Ambrosia‘s services on safety grounds, but the
founder re-opened after briefly shutting down, he said, with the simple justification that
“our patients really want the treatment.”

The mega-rich can disrespect The Science© when they “really want” to harvest the
blood of the global poor, but you can’t if you’re skeptical of experimental COVID-19
mRNA “gene therapies” marketed as vaccines.

———–

Of course, this research is nothing new under the sun; it’s been quietly budding into a
lucrative industry for years.

Silicon Valley’s Alkahest and other biomedical startups conduct similar research.

As one might expect, Bill Gates’ interest in the nascent industry has also been piqued.

Gates, the quintessential robber baron monopoly man in a non-threatening Mr. Rogers
getup, loves nothing more than cornering the market on a valuable new biomedical
commodity.

Why is corporate media mainstreaming anti-aging blood transfusions
now?
Previously, news of the elite-funded research into blood transfusions as the Fountain of
Youth was relegated to the easily-dismissed fringes of journalism. “Respectable”
outlets, in their own estimations, wouldn’t touch it.

Now the genie is out of the bottle. Corporate media like the Telegraph have made the
editorial decision that it makes sense to mainstream the ideas that were once, although
not altogether hidden, definitely outside of the purview of the public consciousness.

Exposing such research to public inquiry and debate before the time was right might
have raised serious ethical pushback and threatened its development.

Remember back in the George W Bush days when stem cells were an issue of ethical
contention? Look how far the contested ground has shifted.

This is called “moving the Overton Window” – shifting the bounds of consensus-driven
ethical restraints slowly yet steadily. In this way, the biomedical corporate state avoids
the pitfall of stirring enough popular unrest to derail their pet projects. Rather, it
introduces these concepts on a controlled timeline.

The Telegraph piece gives away this rhetorical game in the last paragraph:

“It may only be a few years before ‘youth transplants’ move finally from the
pages of gothic horror novels into the clinic. Whether patients will feel
squeamish about such vampire procedures remains to be seen.”

Now that hiding this type of research from public inquiry won’t be logistically feasible
much longer as it’s adopted at larger scale, the job becomes to normalize it.

—————

The same corporate media now reporting on the blood harvesting phenomenon has
long painted it as “conspiracy theory.”

And not just “conspiracy theory,” but the worst of all: “anti-Semitic conspiracy
theory,” which they likened to the historical blood libel.

The bottom-line takeaway here is that “conspiracy theorists,” once again — as was the
case with lab-engineered coronaviruses to instantiate a global biomedical technocracy –
weren’t wrong; they were ahead of their time.

First the corporate media ignores reporting inconvenient stories they’re not ready to
introduce to the public, then they outright deny them and label journalists who discuss
them “conspiracy theorists.”

Then, when they can’t deny anymore, they obfuscate to conceal the true agenda by
positing other, purer, philanthropic motives.

In this case, the philanthropic motive offered to justify blood harvesting of the global
poor for elite benefit is preventing chronic diseases like Parkinson’s:

“In the future, I hope we’ll find more ways to harness substances in our
blood to reduce inflammation and promote healing… [it] could eventually
allow us to do a better job of attacking the proteins that have been
implicated in Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and other neurodegenerative
diseases.”
–Bill Gates Notes

That promise might prove true – for them. If the elite get their way, you’re never going to
benefit from such research. You’ll always belong to the donor class, the experimented-
upon – never the beneficiary.

Transhumanism is an infinitesimally tiny proportion of the population transcending its
humanity by merging with tech while experimenting on the useless eaters and, when
they’re done, exterminating the remainder. It is the future the likes of World Economic
Forum envision.

Watch on

Will the Future Be Human? - Yuval Noah Harari
Share

We, the non-elites, are the unwitting clinical trial participants (which, without proper
informed consent, is a Nuremberg human rights crime). Lab rats on a prison planet.

Time will increasingly reveal the truth. And more “conspiracy theorists” will be
vindicated in the interim.

Ben Bartee is an independent Bangkok-based American journalist with opposable
thumbs. Follow his stuff via Armageddon Prose, Substack, Patreon, Gab, and Twitter.
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“Although nobody is suggesting we siphon the bodily fluids of
youngsters into our elderly”

Please... Don't f'ing insult our intelligence.

"except that’s precisely what they’re studying the feasibility of doing."

Yeah, I am quite certain this is long, long past the "study" stage.

Not even mentioned in this article is adrenochrome infused blood. You think
they are just extracting normal blood and sending the kids
home? Adrenochrome infused blood is made by torturing a child before and
during the blood letting process and has far more characteristics than just
anti-aging.

If one tenth of you people knew one tenth of what our evil elite were doing,
we would get the violent revolution we need to fix this corrupt global
Satanist cabal, at least the ones in this country.
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You beat me to the adrenochrome reference.

I don't have a hard time believing in evil. My husband is a nicer person,
and, a few years ago, was more skeptical. He has no problem believing
all this now. 
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I wonder how that transfusion would make your eyes look, if you
had to get through a speech or something.
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good one!
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2022’ the year Conspiracy Theories became SPOILER
ALERTS

Team Echo Golf Foxtrot
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Now you know where all those unaccompanied children
END UP:

- the underground blood, adrenochrome, organ harvesting
facilities.

 

PS At the time of PizzaGate making news, there was a video
of a contractor in Hawaii baffled by the amount of WiFi
signals he would get apparently from underground, since on
the ground level was nothing, as he was doing some
concrete pouring or something.

Kramerica Industries
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You made me notice- I bet this would cure-treat age related
eyesight degeneration, that is, the need for cheater glasses to
read.
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Never satisfied with the plain truth you seek to exaggerate and
embellish it

which only fouls it up

ChildWifeAisha
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Is that how vampire Soros stays alive?

Im1ru12
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His little hole in Hell will be no more luxurious than a common
child molester's.

numapepi
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Yes indeed!!!

C.wrangler
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Kissinger too 

Team Echo Golf Foxtrot
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And a bevy of Rothschilds.

Hoax Fatigue
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This grotesque behavior is more common with the elites than normal
people generally think.  https://nypost.com/article/weirdest-celebrity-
couple-courtships/

Rack the Gypper
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Out in the open - ritual sacrifice my azz.

 

Breeding children for the purpose of draining their fluids and selling
these as anti-aging to the highest bidder.

 

What the deep state / khazarian mafia / payseurs have done for
centuries.

Von Hayek
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Good to see someone reference this. Too many still haven't heard of
the Payseurs (spelling?) and / or the khazarian mafia.

"If you know yourself, know your enemy, you will be victorious. If
you don't know yourself or don't know your enemy you might be
victorious. If you know neither yourself or your enemy, you will lose."
- Paraphrased from Tsun Tzu

 

For those who would like to go down the Khazarian rabbit hole. One
opening can be found here: The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil
Khazarian Mafia

 

What the deep state / khazarian mafia / payseurs have done
for centuries.
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There will be lots of cults populated by the wealthy elite. The British
Royal family all seem to live forever. I wonder if they drink baby blood?
Rothschilds and the other obscenely wealthy families likely think they
should live forever!

ginoisahoody
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"My body, my choice"....

You fukn ghouls, what do you think 'they' are doing with all the unborn
babies they rip out of you? 

the Mysterians
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Big money to be made from that practice.  So big anybody that tries to
do anything serious about it winds up dead.

Lt. Shicekopf
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“I’m gonna crush above, I’m gonna crush below.”

Ghost of Porky
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Oops you beat me to it.
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Sausage of youth? 

nextali

what are doing with all the unborn babies they rip out of you
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While in London, England promoting his latest role in Daddy’s Home 2,
Gibson described entertainment industry elites as an “enemy to
mankind” who “feast on the blood of innocent children.”He said key
players in the movie business “get their kicks from destroying the
sanctuary of children” as they “thrive on breaking every God-given
taboo known to man.”
“They have a blatant disregard for the good of the people.”Destroying
people’s lives is just a game to them – the more pain they can cause,
the better the thrill.”Children a just sustenance to them.”They feast on
the pain and fear, and the younger, the better.” “These people follow
their own religion and use it for moral guidance.”It’s not the sort of
religious teachings you folks would ever hear about.”They perform
sacred rituals that are sick and totally at odds with the moral fabric that
binds most patriotic Americans.”The worst part: It’s an open secret in
Hollywood and everyone wants in on it.”

Rack the Gypper
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Some acts are so evil the normal human mind can't come up with
them naturally, they have to be taught.

Thanks for the post.

clumsymonkey

”They perform sacred rituals that are sick and totally at odds
with the moral fabric that binds most patriotic Americans.”
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THE SATANISTS ARE TRYING TO NORMALIZE THE HARVESTING OF
ADRENOCHROME

desertdog
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THIS

bookofenoch
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No they are not. They don't want this to go mainstream, as that will
take the advantage away from them. They want to keep this for
themselves.

bANNED Joe
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Western Civilization is dying. Any culture that risks the health and well being
of it's young for the benefit of its aged is unfit to progress.

Gringo Viejo
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Western Civ?

Tiny Hat open air prison.  Welcome to Hell on Earth.

woebegone
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They don't care- they just want to extract the max labor from people
before they die.

The plasma centers are all over the place in the Texas border towns.
They are more than happy to more or less "harvest" what they
consider to be "brown" "useless eaters".

r0mulus
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There is more too it, there is a hatred, it is an "us and them" and the
"them" are too naive or too good natured to imagine the depravity of
this conspiracy against "them".

Rack the Gypper
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I chose a long time ago not to donate blood/plasma.

Once the vaxxes started just reinforced my belief on this.

GreatUncle
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It isn't teenage blood, it's infant blood.

Lyman54
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Hence the hysterical shrieking over the possibility that the supply of it
through abortions gets limited in any way.

American Citizen
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notice how none of these 80+ yo billionaires seem to die?

snr-moment
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what about the british royal family. the queen is 96. the queen mum
was 85. Prince Phillip was 99 years old. they'd consume baby blood
for sure!!! im sure the rothschilds live a ripe old age and engage in a bit
of black magic and accompanied medical procedures to live forever.

ginoisahoody
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Which makes the death of the head of the Rothschilds about a year
ago unusual no?

Unless he disappeared so he could plan and ready himself for hiding
after the next social reset.

Not good to be known and the world in turmoil so hiding out
somwhere away from people is good.

It also explains why they seem to escape the plague and many
other social resets throughout history.

GreatUncle
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I'm not a Christian, but I've hit the realization that we truly can do nothing
but pray. There will be no organizing a machine like the left built, they're
making sure of that.  Federal police force eager to bash skulls and enforce
the lefts doctrine.  Military thinned by sending all conversative minded
military men to the pacific to die with our carriers and replaced with leftist
foot soliders eager to take out extremism at home.  We're fucked, there is
nothing you can do but pray.  The window to fight back closed a few years
ago & apathetic righty thought Q and all their guns were gonna rule the day

hand2handwombat
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For evil to exist there has to be a non-evil standard for comparison.
Everyone can see that the universe is constructed non-evil. Evil is an
invader. Jesus is the cure to evil - one person at a time. Get with Jesus
or be consumed by evil. Your choice. The time is growing short.

bigbillski
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I keep saying, were evil in charge, the Earth would be a lifeless
sphere, as barren as the surface of the Moon.

liberty2day
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Although I think the demonic forces feed on our fear and
especially our hate. Probably why Jesus repeatedly tells us not to
fear, not to worry or be anxious, but trust in His peace. Love really
is the only thing that can ultimately conquer hate

Ephesians2v5
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Take your position in Christ.    All the work has been done - He gave it
all so that you will have dominion over the evil and the world system -
its time to receive it for eternity . . 

His person/ presence is very good.   My great pleasure to introduce
you to the Holy Spirit. 

and this is a river of living water and you will prosper/ heal  in His
spirit. 

Agolft
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Jesus.  Seek Him.  You will see.

bookofenoch
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move to the third world. all the english speaking countries and other
european countries are doomed. the banking, political and religious
movements are all corrupted.

ginoisahoody
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At some point maybe TPTB will start to realize that when they try to dismiss
something as "conspiracy theory", they're effectively confirming that it's
correct.

EmperorPrettyBoy
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Vampires do exist. The fact that this is being put out in the open is very
telling. These ghouls simply aren't afraid anymore. Satan has the upper
hand. 

Olfactory Whistle
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A long long history... someone asked me recently why (((they))) are so
criticised.

lazarusturtle
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E.S.T.

Rack the Gypper
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Not the upper hand, but the time is short. Roaming around seeking
whom he may destroy. If you want to be defended, choose Jesus. The
realities long hidden are coming into view.

bigbillski
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 8 hours ago

# $

God is allowing Satan to make his move, but has spelled out his
doomed end. What it does do is make the choice between good and
evil very clear. Choose life

Ephesians2v5
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2 Reply"

5 hours ago
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You beat me to this. Vampires are real and have been for centuries. Old
stories/fables of kings and queens who drank the blood of their
servants or local peasant population were true. (Where's the historic
home of these vampires? Ukraine.)

They knew way back then that blood would keep you younger
especially if taken ritually (horrific torture) from children. Demonic
worshipers back during the Babylonian times knew this also. 

clumsymonkey
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3 Reply"

4 hours ago
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Adrenochrome is how Nancy Pelosi continues to look 17.

MrBoompi
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3 hours ago
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what???? she looks like a raised from the dead zombie!

ginoisahoody
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50 minutes ago
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Senator Debbie Stabenaw looks like she has been dead for
several years...she looks like a zombie corpse with a new hairdo
and fresh lipstick as she laughs at us putting 5 dollar a gallon gas
in our pickups to go to work for 18 bucks an hour to pay her
fccccking taxes...

Rack the Gypper
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7 hours ago

# $

WEF's "Plan  B" has morphed into "Plan A" and that new plan is this:

1.  Continue the mandated Jabs, now forced upon the Elderly, unfit, HIV
infected, generally infected and anyone with Russian Blood.

2.  After the culling is complete, herd the remaining few YOUNG WHITE
KIDS into Blood-letting detention centers, with two needles used:   one for
feeding, and one for blood withdrawal.

3.  Cleanse that blood at the Bill Gates Institute for Corpuscle research and
Decontamination final staging and then move that fluid into Sterile
Transfusion bags.

The blood infusions will occur at the Jeff Epstein Rape Research center,
located off-shore for tax purposes.

Fed-up with being Sick and Tired
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14 hours ago
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F this crap.  When it's broken down that Pizza Gate is real & kids are being
harvested for adrenochrome...and it's fully understood of the implications,
that should be the turning point where the lack of "rule of law" gets turned
on its head.  Janus, if you're still out there, this ENG has not forgotten your
posts.

VideoEng_NC
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11 Reply"

17 hours ago
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well that's the cover story but just think how many little boys and girls
whose bloodless remains have been turned into fertiliser to keep Kissinger's
batteries going.

SaunaTales
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PREMIUM 8 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

They stopped publishing numbers over about two decades ago, but
sometime in the early 2000s, there were a half a million unaccounted
for ‘missing children’ one year

Ephesians2v5
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19 hours ago
 (Edited)
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How little they think of life.  They twist reality to create gain of function, but
they won't investigate which compounds in blood cause this effect and then
try to replicate it artificially.

 

Easier and cheaper to treat life as if it has no value.  Poisoning people with
clot shots, stealing their blood, they truly are vampires, parasites.

liberty2day
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3 Reply"

19 hours ago
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All legends are based on some kernel of truth.  History repeats over
and over; I have a feeling these ghouls have had their time on top a
few times before now and all that remains are legends of the terror they
caused.

Lt. Shicekopf
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18 hours ago
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of course, or the witch that eats children.

anyone who has seen the photo of hitlary knows what photo I speak
of...

liberty2day
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10 hours ago
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Downvote for your pro-US gov shilling in Russian related threads.

Two-faced shill.

TheUnderdog
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7 hours ago
 (Edited)liberty2day
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 (Edited)

# $

I am not pro this stolen US regime, nor for US Empire.  I AM
pro free enterprise and human rights and individualism, which
the west does have and russia lacks.

I am vehemently against a resurgent brutally invasive USSR,
which is an openly stated desire of your scumclown.  I am also
against violent invasion of sovereign nations.  I am also against
pukin, who lies, funds insurgents in Ukraine as a pretext
to invade, slaughtered chechen insurgents himself, calls
people nazis, when he has his own nazi mercs called the
wagner group, etc, which means he is no better than the
worms running the west.

liberty2day
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%

2

5 hours ago
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Oh, you mean human rights like being locked down and
forced to take experimental gene therapy, like we have in
the USSA?

Sherlocky1
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7 hours ago
 (Edited)
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One face, pro God, pro truth,  pro life, pro human, pro
freedom.

 

If you think any different of me, examine your self and your
prejudices.

liberty2day
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5 hours ago
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Those able to add 2 + 2 will now know why not one of the Epstein clients
has been arrested.

This can of worms is way too big to open.

numapepi
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4 hours ago
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Needs to be opened!

daveyjonesin
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18 hours ago
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Planned Parenthood is the Walmart  of baby parts for Silicon Valley for
decades . Women have been using aborted fetuses  livers as face creams
for years.. 

TimeHasCome
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Once the Project Veritas undercover planned parenthood video is
released, that will be the end of planned parenthood...

How many times have we looked at history and wondered why the
people let it happen? Well, here we are.....

carguym14
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1 1 Reply"
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We have to go to the hard truth, many people dont qualify as
people, 10 Billion humans, at best 1/10th as many souls. 

Argon1
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5 hours ago
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Well, there is a reason for a wide and narrow gate. 

PoliticalRefugeefromCalif.
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May God have mercy on those people who are doing this.... This is sick and
beyond evil....

pdh7274
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19 hours ago
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I think that's the point of the book of the Revelation.  The time for
mercy is almost up.

 

CORNFLOWER BLUE
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3 1 Reply"

19 hours ago

# $

they stare at the sky, shake their heads, as aliens buzz their nuke
bases, they know they are being watched, yet they do not connect
that the watchers may be acting as vengeful justice against them
one day. Maybe they naively hope to turn them.

liberty2day
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12 hours ago
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I'm not so concerned for God having mercy on the folks perpetrating
this kind of evil.

r0mulus
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10 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Downvote for proposing mercy to child killers and rapists.

The children need the mercy from this torturous affair.

Why the f are you giving mercy to sick cnuts?

F you, child rapist enabler.

TheUnderdog
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Just think how horrified the normies will be when they find out how much
adrenochrome has been produced by these wicked monsters on an
industrial scale, and how many children were slaughtered to provide it.

Ohiolad
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10 hours ago
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I don't think the NPCs will be horrified at all.

They all know of Rotherham and did nothing.

They will do nothing again.

Stop expecting other people to do the work for you.

TheUnderdog
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5 hours ago
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These monsters think nothing of killing anyone who tries to expose
what they're doing.  It's going to take an organized effort to end this
level of evil.

Ohiolad
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9 hours ago
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They'll be horrified about as much as they were outraged when a
Supreme Court justice candidate said she didn't know what a woman
is.

 

skeelos
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(((vampires)))

Odin McHaggis
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6 hours ago
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Do we now know why they're secretly sending illegal alien unaccompanied
minors around the country?

aegis551
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7 hours ago
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I guess if you have more money you can spend in a lifetime, you want more
lifetimes...

mr1963
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Globalist parasites doing what they do best...be parasites.

CondZero
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Satanists drink children's blood.  Abortions and migrant kids are eaten.
 Fact.

bookofenoch
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PREMIUM 4 hours ago
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This is what keeps Killery Kissinger Soros, et al alive.   I never ever thought I
would see the day when it's legal to "abort" a month old baby.   To call these
people psychopaths is insufficient.  They are absolutely insane mass
murderers.   And the sheep just baa right on to the next junk food emporium
- soon to be abattoir.

C.wrangler
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6 minutes ago
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+1.

Honestly, I am beginning to hate the sheep more than the cabal.

Hoax Fatigue
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4 hours ago
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The actual adrenochrome conspiracy theory is a lot more gruesome and
macabre than this.

This theory holds that the best material for transfusing is the adrenochrome,
or adrenaline-related compound, that is released into the blood of a terrified
victim.  The victim's lives are sacrificed in the accounts I've read, usually in
ritualistic fashion.

You can bet the stuff that 'works' on rats and mice will be used on humans
no matter how illegal or unethical it is.  

MrBoompi
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6 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Overton Window? Funny there is an accurate and perfectly appropriate
word long before the contrived non-sense made up obviously to pretend
there is some ability for debate. The word is Abomination.

These same things have happening for thousands of years. Last time this
place was almost wiped out completely because of it. This time the job will
be finished.

End Times Prophecies
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By fire. Queue the nukes. 

clumsymonkey
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Harari is Satan in the flesh.

TruthTrader
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 (Edited)
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Might explain the Fauci torturing of Beagles

and this is why they were in favor of Post Birth Abortions

torture those new-borns to get the best andenochrome

Keanue
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18 hours ago
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First heard about the young blood transfusions as a Thai medical procedure
back in the 1980s.

If there's anything to it they ought to be able to isolate and synthesize the
active compounds, and then watch out.

I Write Code
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20 hours ago
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Once upon a time a commonly heard phrase, usually one of exasperation,
was

"What do you want, blood?"

It was never intended to be taken literally. Little did we, the deplorables,
know how close we were to the truth.

GeezerGeek
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"You can't get blood from a stone!"

"What if I use it to bash some heads in?"

mrdisagreeable
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20 hours ago
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Its OK....you'll learn to live with it.

Sell the guns, take a vacation, sell your kids plasma and take another
vacation.

Contact Planned Parenthood for further instructions.

chopsuey
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Adrenochrome.

Suzie
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PREMIUM 8 hours ago
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Wonder if that is why they still haven’t started forcing vaccines on the under
5 children yet…. The parasites want their victims to be pureblood

Ephesians2v5
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2 hours ago
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Look at all our overlords nearly 100 years old and still living active lives and
making ours hell on a daily basis.  I could understand a few of them, but all
of them????

We should sneak into one of these places and inject pfizer vaccine into the
containers.

rsnoble
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The dark side of open borders.

Ace006
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The "unaccompanied minors".

Oldguy05
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4 hours ago
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South Park proved it when Christopher Reeve was able to walk after
sucking the stem cells out of babies. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Y507d8MLuk

rusty chancre
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 (Edited)
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Astounding article. Now that we now know that (they) want your baby's
blood, think about some other things that have been happening on a regular
basis lately. All the food plant burnings, all the critical product factory
burnings, all the food recalls. We all know that the one and only Bill Gates
has artificial meat factories under his control. He has hundreds of thousands
of US acreage under his control, he has the vax industry under his influence.
Just some food for thought. If you put a turd in a pail of water and put a
hose in the pail and turn on the water tap, that turd will float to the top of the
bucket. Put 2+2 together. As far as the food recalls go,
what's really happening to all that food surrendered? Is it really being
destroyed, or is it really being redistributed?

Oh, and btw, I hear that that artificial meat tastes like s#it. I hear a guy tried
it on his dog and the dog refused to eat it. Listen to man's best friend. They
are connoisseurs when it comes to meat. They are essentially predators by
nature.   

basroc8627
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4 hours ago
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All of Bill Gates assets need to be confiscated after he is arrested and
found guilty at Nuremberg trials with the rest of the evil elites involved. 

daveyjonesin
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3 hours ago
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Well, personally, I don't trust a Dog's judgement.  They're known for,
we must put it delicately, recycling used food. Also, they  have a
fondness for sweets equal to humans.  Some decomposition bacteria
actually produce sugar, making the rotten meat sweet. When I have
questions about the quality of meat, I ask the Cat.  Cats literally lost
the tastebud receptor for sugars millions of years ago.

 

Faeriedust
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Years ago my parents took care of my dog when I was at work. My
mother'd tell me: "The dogs been eating fudgesickles again".

Oldguy05
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4 hours ago
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Keith Richards was getting youth blood transfusions years ago. If he was
doing it, then you know other wealthy people were doing it as well.

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys
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In other news..." WHO AND CDC QUICKLY STOP ALL COVID VAXXES TO
YOUNG PEOPLE"
Ok I made that one up.

northern vigor
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12 hours ago
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They will have to find unvaccinated babies.

Ever read 'Brave New World'

or watch Logan's Run,  or, In Time

Keanue
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 (Edited)
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Think it was the Jews who started the vampire wave back in the 70s.
Haemo Carribean was taking blood from Nicaraguans and Haitian para-
millitary groups. CIA covered for them and the Somoza's and Ton Ton
Macoute leader wound up in Miami. Think the Haitian worked in a school or
something. CIA Warlock division always fucking up....

Should trace who was involved back then and you might find where the
Adrenechrome is coming from. Nasty shit I think you can get better effects
from synthetic Hallucinogens. Still devil worshipper gotta worship.....

Maghreb2
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My suggestion Miami. Trump and Epstein would know.
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Miami is Broward county, Debbie WASSERMANschultz and her
demonic network have a stranglehold there. That is where the Haitian
UN ambassador? (Can’t remember) who was to testify against Hilary ,
flew there, then arkancided

Ephesians2v5
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No, Miami is Dade county.  Ft Lauderdale is in Broward county, the
next county north of Dade.

Sherlocky1
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 (Edited)
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Like a fat person getting liposuction, when the old and way out of shape try
'young blood' it will do less than a tenth of what some self discipline and
exercise would do.

The guy selling it has no real data...I'd wager....and probably just out of date
packed RBCs.

The customers just have to trust...and the naive are so trusting.

lasvegaspersona
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The transcendent evil who is the true author of it doesn't care whether
it works or not.

 

skeelos
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9 hours ago
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The issue isn’t whether it works or not. It probably does.
 

The issue is that it’s sickening and it explains why so many children go
missing every year.

mariamante
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Over half a million disappeared in one year back in the early 2000s ,
but then they stopped publishing the numbers of lost children

Ephesians2v5
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This reminds me of something I read about that happened many centuries
ago.

What was the name of that  evil Eastern European female of royal blood who
liked to soak and bathe in the blood of innocent young virgin girls that she
had murdered because it was great for hair and complexion ?

She ended up being placed in solitary confinement in a tower for the rest of
her life for her crimes

Does anyone remember her name ?

BitLiteSilvGold
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15 hours ago
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_B%C3%A1thory#:~:text=The
%20case%20of%20Elizabeth%20B%C3%A1thory,to%20retain%20b
eauty%20or%20youth.

ZH FNG
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Bathorys were in with the Vatican approved Dragon Knights. Likely
went on for awhile. Sad. In peak condition it the milk you need.It'll
come back despite being common amongst the wealthy for ever.
Freaking bones and teeth are more useful than extra life force.

Maghreb2
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9 hours ago
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Reading is your friend “Báthory was raised
a Calvinist Protestant”.

mariamante
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somewhere there is a little african child with AIDs that could save the world
from (them).  give it your best little buddy! 

herbgerbert
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 (Edited)
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Notice the sensationalism, politicization... but also...

a) Donor transplants from organ donors could solve (treat) the hardest body
problems- neurology.

b) Families have closely similar DNA, oftentimes, can aid the neurologically
disabled in their own bloodlines or CSF lines (if you will).

c) Cloning CSF is an industry waiting to happen.

d) I bet this would cure tinnitus, and would be proof of concept also for
mental disorders, and iatrogenic neurological disabilities.

Now, why am I self named Diamind?  What happens when one is horribly
disabled neurologically in a way only careless doctors can, immobilizing the
body functionality?

They start thinking..  Real Hard.   And look for solutions.   Been looking
since 1980.

This looks good.

Edit: Which yields more body fluids for transplant- three week or three
month old fetuses?  (In keeping with the conspiracy aspect of the article,
I've sensed this vampire-like hunger for fetal delayed abortion for some
years)  It is ugly.

ID

IDiamind
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 (Edited)
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"Whether patients will feel squeamish about such vampire procedures
remains to be seen"

They really like treating us like we're imbeciles, don't they? Most people
would do anything, ANYTHING, for the chance to live as long as possible,
and any "patients" signing up for this service will have already demonstrated
they don't give a wet slap about anything but themselves just by doing so.

mrdisagreeable
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3 hours ago
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Switch the adrenochrome for the blood/plasma of those useless elderly
marxist liberals such as Nancy Pelosi.  

Sprinkle a little lead acetate and that castration drug they want to give to
autostic kids in this 8,000 dollar cocktail as well.

RichardParker
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4 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Just from a personal perspective, I have to point out that reincarnation is a
LOT more pleasant than keeping one body and all its memories for more
than sixty years.  There is just too much if you never get a chance to dump
the redundant and trivial files and start over.  One continuous lifetime is far
more limiting than several shorter lives, especially if the age of majority is
moved back to around 15 where it should be considering biological
maturity.  New lives provide new opportunities, new faces and the chance to
move around without going the long way.  I've had friends and family in this
life who have gone on to new lives in Ireland, Prague, Scotland, Wales, and
France (yes, many people of European extraction are going back to our
ancestral homes), all without the bother of a plane ticket or a passport.  I
have also found myself seized with the absolute NEED to pick up everything
and radically change my life about once every 20 years.  20 adult years in
any location is QUITE enough!

People who want to live forever are morally and spiritually sick, unable to
embrace the Unknown.

Faeriedust
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Is this an assignment for a creative writing class?

Ace006
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Death provides Spiritual renewal.  The Spirit brings a new Vessel to
every new life it has, and thus, reincarnation is for the Spirit not for
Vessels, they get one per customer.

 

Swamidon
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The memories do indeed become burdensome and limiting with
advanced age. There are some strait jackets imposed by language,
culture, and physiological conditions that cannot be shed without
shedding the body. There are also mental/emotional conditions, such
as trauma and sorrow, that go right down to the marrow of the
physiology. Life can only be renewed through death. 

From anohter standpoint, life is in essence a reproductive cycle. Its
completion terminates the biological usefulness of the vehicle, and
probably also largely terminates its experiential usefulness. Much of
the spiritual development of this plane of existence is centered on
comprehending/mirroring the Creator through the experience of being
a co-creator. 

bloofer
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We all live forever,  it's just how we spend our short time here that
determines where we spend eternity. 

deimos178
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4 hours ago
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Well worth your time to watch this, very credible. It's long but watch whole
thing in sections. It will wake you up and blow your mind!

https://welovetrump.com/2021/05/08/ex-freemason-exposes-satanic-
secrets-of-international-cult/

Frisky McVickers aka Pussface McGillicutty
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They don't call them BlueBloods for nothing...

zedwood
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44 minutes ago
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Well, DemocRATs are the demographic that have the majority of
abortions. Makes sense that there would be more Blueblood available
than Red.

Oldguy05
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5 hours ago
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Damn! When I was a poor college student they maxed out at $25 a
donation.

I did get to meet some interesting street people, though. Learned I'd rather
not meet them.

scraping_by

teenage blood plasma to Silicon Valley billionaires for $8,000 a litre
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Straight-up leeches, the lot of 'em ...

Vinividivinci
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6 hours ago
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The infusions didn't work for Soros...just look at the guy...or Gates, sporting
his food baby.

DanDaley
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this is why there are abortions

takewhatyoucan64
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16 hours ago
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and South Park nailed it again over a decade ago...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNJi0CzfodI

Stackers
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17 hours ago
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The wages of the righteous is life, but the earnings of the wicked are sin and
death.

Prov 10:16

The fear of the LORD adds length to life, but the years of the wicked are cut
short.

 

The fear of the LORD is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of death.

Prov 14:27

 

Prov 19:23The fear of the LORD leads to life; then one rests content,
untouched by trouble.

Agolft
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...Transhumanism is an infinitesimally tiny proportion of the population
transcending its humanity by merging with tech while experimenting on the
useless eaters and, when they’re done, exterminating the remainder...

That is exactly the premise of this old 1962 sci-fi flick, except man has
become infertile and that is the reason for transhumanism.  It's entertaining
enough to watch, but you can skip to the last five minutes which contains
the gist...(Scientist Dr. Raven has developed a technique called a "thalamic
transplant", which transfers the memories and personality of a recently
deceased human into a robotic replica of that person..." As Dr. Raven
describes the operation, "We draw off everything that makes a man peculiar
to himself. His learning, his memory: these, inter-reacting, constitute his
personality, his philosophy, capability and attitude. The human brain is
merely the vault in which the man is stored." With the help of Dr. Raven, the
humanoids are secretly replacing humans who recently died with these
replicas. )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Otcht1mbJ-I

the Mysterians
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%

Reply"

15 hours ago

# $

He means Thelamic. As in Crolwey at the Abbey Thelema. Its about
becoming an Egregore or patched into the Akashik Record using
Lesser Magic. Trust me this is Harry Potter planet most stuff is based
on the Occult....

Maghreb2
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%

2 Reply"

20 hours ago

# $

I had no idea when I donated blood in high school to the red cross taht it
was actually going to the elite. Otherwise, I would have asked for money.

Chasicakes
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1 Reply"

52 minutes ago

# $

I wonder if adrenoCHROME is where google CHROME got its name.

Number 1
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%

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

# $

Hey Mortimer, I've got an idea!

Instead of aborting all these useless formula sucking babies, we could hook
them up in a Matrix like perpetual bodily fluids "donation" machine! We
could feed them a high fructose corn syrup drip with soy protein. They may
not last long but hey, we've got millions of em!

Oldguy05
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Reply"

38 minutes ago
 (Edited)

# $

Great idea Randolph!

We could adapt that new night time urine sucking machine that fat,
lazy, old ladies stick between their thighs so they don't have to get up
to piss for waste removal. By the way brother, we should institute a
hostile takeover of the company that makes that machine!

Oldguy05
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%

1 Reply"

2 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

 

I traveled the world for half my life and have never heard of youngsters or
babies giving blood anywhere, so the question is really who gives it and
where do they get it?  Nothing legal or even human is happening to produce
babies blood especially with the extra special nutriments the rich seem to
desire.

 

Swamidon
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1 Reply"

2 hours ago
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something about ..... "they will beg for death and death will not come"

HideTheUgly1
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Reply"

2 hours ago

# $

https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Revelation-9-6/

Sensei CP3
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1 Reply"

3 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

SloJoe Biden urgently needs a shot of this rejuvenating elixir. 

Lambros776
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1 Reply"

2 hours ago

# $

he is ALREADY on it.  the elixir has its limit.

Sensei CP3
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1 Reply"

4 hours ago
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"or some Appalachian township" ??

I'm thinking that would be for the cheap millionaires and would be a bit of a
question mark whether it helped or hurt.

just sayin.

Scuba Steve
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 hours ago

# $

So THAT’S why all these Democrats and Project Lincoln goons want these
illegal immigrants to send their children unaccompanied to the US. It all
makes sense now. Someone might want to inform the migrants. 

Arctic Frost
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1 Reply"

4 hours ago

# $

I always wondered why Soros (the Marxist infiltrator)  isn't dead as yet. 
While Biden appears to be jacked up on adrenochrome.... 

Fahrenheit2021
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1 Reply"

5 hours ago

# $

Vampires are real.

Cloud9.5
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1 Reply"

15 hours ago

# $

I had a silicon valley guy offer me a few grand for a few liters of some other
fluid.

Juan DesMadre
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%

1 Reply"

15 hours ago

# $

There is young blood ... and then there is pureblood.  The vax insanity
seems intent on destroying the pureblood.  Why are the elites allowing it?

CanadaGoose
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5 Reply"

PREMIUM 8 hours ago

# $

One of the zhedge thread last night was about the holdup on
approving vax for under 5,… I followed some comments on the
attached twitter thread, women were vehemently demanding the vax
be approved and given to their child, we’re furious that Biden hasn’t
warp speeded and mandated it.

brainwashed imbeciles

Ephesians2v5
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1 Reply"

16 hours ago

# $

we need to ensure a steady supply of foetal and neonatal blood products to
geriatric world leaders

this will help our leaders continue to do a great job of leading us

and of maintaining their vitality via sects with preteen ukraniaks

love to all,
ghislaine

wilsonEdwards
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1 1 Reply"

15 hours ago
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They'll just end up possesed and we'll need even more. Fucking eyes
will glow through the cameras and video footage will blur. Waste of
time. Our mob are trying to figure out how Toni Basil is still going....Milk
or Vampire?

Maghreb2
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1 Reply"

20 hours ago

# $

I remember reading about this in a book a few years ago...they were having
problems with not only society and the pushback, but the "tech" as
well...the human body does not like things to be forced into it, especially
biological things which have a different origin.

Maybe they will resolve this bio issue maybe not...maybe humanity will
decide that enough is enough at some stage and this degenerate "science"
should stop.

Andy's War_Hole
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1 Reply"

21 hours ago
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The TV show "The 100"

BeMyBallentine
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1 Reply"

21 hours ago
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Sounds about right... good Fringe episode on this topic

raymond_flagstaff
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Reply"

41 minutes ago
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I'm sure all those aborted babies "parts" were "repurposed" for Soros,
Buffett, Munger, Kissinger, etc.

Hotair
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Reply"

49 minutes ago
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So there is something useful we can get from the Zoomers. 

Paleocrat
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Reply"

41 minutes ago
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Don't forget, you WILL most likely BE old someday.....

Hotair
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Reply"

56 minutes ago
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I really wish I hadn't put on those spectacles I found.

Mr. Beeblebrox
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Reply"

56 minutes ago

# $

Compton blood wouldn't be very clean, there's probably a few exquisite
little inconveniences percolating in there. Same with the hillbillies.

deimos178
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1 hour ago
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They want our precious fluids!

Idiocon
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Reply"

1 hour ago
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The Youngbloods - Get Together (Audio)                   
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xGxQXmu7Os

1967                     The good old days 

dustinthewind
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Reply"

4 hours ago

# $

Africa's baby mill, their hospitals, have come to light in a news
conference; and the Vatican's Abomination of Desolation statue hides
demonic images of these African baby trafficking mills.   It's here:

African Baby Trafficking Hidden in Demonic Vatican Statue (bitchute.com)

UncannyInsight
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Reply"

4 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Suck the fluids out of mice and inject them into the human creeps whose
names we do not need to mention.

Peter Pan
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Reply"

5 hours ago
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Ethically sourced adrenochrome! Don't worry all of the children are properly
sedated and well compensated for their pain and suffering plus Bill Gates of
Hell approves it, so it must be good, just like the mRNA injections he
selflessly promotes and attempted to force on all of humanity. 

daveyjonesin
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5 hours ago
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Doesn't the "good stuff" come from young kidneys?

myleftoneforadonut
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2 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Youth does not last forever. Young people become old people.

There is nothing wrong with this if the 'youth' can earn money and are old
enough decide for themselves if they want to give up a small amount of
something their bodies will replace automatically via young genes.
Eventually, medical science, if it were free (but isn't), will find a way to turn
back on the genetic clocks within our bodies that shut down as we age. Our
genes use us to reproduce themselves - not to keep us alive forever. 

wootendw

“As macabre as it sounds, science is beginning to discover that
‘youth transplants’ really can slow down the ageing process.

The fountain of youth, it seems, is youth itself.”
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PREMIUM 6 hours ago
 (Edited)
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The brain is not the mind.  If all this "science" worked, their big brains would
be able to easily figure that one out.

fpc
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How do we setup transfusion centers in our basements?

ToSoft4Truth
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15 hours ago
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Guess this commentary gives new meaning to this acquisition:

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oracle-completes-acquisition-cerner-
120000475.html

GRDguy
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18 hours ago
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dip 7 times and you will have the flesh of a child

2 Kings 5:14

Have the man come to me and he will know that there is a prophet in Israel."
So Naaman went with his horses and chariots and stopped at the door of
Elisha's house. Elisha sent a messenger to say to him, "Go, wash yourself
seven times in the Jordan, and your flesh will be restored and you will
be cleansed."

Agolft
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20 hours ago
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Excellent piece well written, love this ben bartee

ChildWifeAisha
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20 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Professor of Luceferian history & Demonic studies, this little Piss Punk is
simply a Pedo-Vampire nothing more as are the rest of the blithering Sheet-
Stains in attendance.

Leodogma02
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20 hours ago
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Sounds like quite a few contracts with the devil are being signed, in
real blood.

GeezerGeek
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